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1Coursework cannot overlap the MIT Program. For spring admits please note that the program begins three weeks prior to the university’s spring quarter schedule. 
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Name     Phone Number    Email     Date    Planned Entry (Qtr & Yr)   
 
Note: Candidates certified at the elementary (K-8) or secondary (5-12) levels are qualified to teach at the middle school level without this endorsement. However, the MIT 
Program recommends that you take the Middle School WEST E test(s) in the subject(s) you desire to teach. 
 
Requirements for adding a Middle School Endorsement: 

1) Have completed the minimum credit requirements for Middle School Humanities, Middle School Mathematics, and/or Middle School Science as outline on the form. A 
grade of C or better is required in all content coursework. Do not list coursework that is a C- or below. All TEED (MIT) courses require a grade of B (3.0) or better. Pass 
the WEST E test(s) for Middle Level Humanities (Middle Level Humanities Subtest 1 & 2), Middle Level Mathematics, and/or Middle Level Science. 

2) Complete this form including coursework that you plan to complete prior to the beginning of the MIT program1. Courses can be listed in more than one 
category if appropriate, but credits are only counted toward the required totals once. If a course title does not specifically identify a content area, submit 
additional documentation. Acceptable documentation includes 1) copy of the catalog course description including the front cover of the catalog, indicating 
the name of the institution and year course was taken, 2) syllabus, or 3) letter from the chair of the department. 

3) Submit this affidavit, any verification documents, and transcripts at the time of the application. 
4) All coursework must be completed no later than August 10 the year that you enter the MIT Program. For the humanities endorsement, Seattle University 

College of Education Continuing Studies Program offers Pacific Northwest History, Civics, Geography, and Economics as a 3-credit graduate elective in 
the summer. 
 

 
Undergraduate major(s)      Undergraduate minor(s)     Graduate degree (if appropriate)     
 
 
 

AFFADAVIT 

I,     , certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that the foregoing is true, 
complete, and correct. 
                    

Date and Place         Signature 
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Middle School Humanities 
Subject Course 

Prefix & # 
Course Title Year 

Taken 
College/University Credits Course 

Grade 
Must be C 
or above 

FOR MIT OFFICE 
USE ONLY 

Sem Qtr 

1. Social Studies 
Minimum 20 quarter/14 semester credits 
Social Studies 
• U.S. and/or World History (Evaluate 

the role of historical events and themes 
and how they shape the present and 
future in history) 

• Geography (Comprehend how 
geographic features and human cultures 
shape and impact environments) 

• Economics (Comprehend economic 
concepts and systems and the 
interactions among economy and 
individuals, households, businesses, 
governments, and societies) 

• Civics (Political Science) (Understand 
government, law, and politics as it 
relates to participatory citizenship and 
civic decision-making 

• Washington State (Understand the 
history, political science, geography, and 
economics of Washington State) 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

Total Number of Credits    
2. Language Arts 
Minimum 20 quarter/14 semester credits 
• Knowledge and understanding of 

writing processes (Understand how 
mode (expository, persuasive, and 
narrative) and form (such as research 
paper, editorial, memoir) shape writing 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 
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and Understand conventions of spelling, 
capitalization, punctuation, proper word 
usage, and grammar) 

• Knowledge and understanding of 
literary texts (Works representing and 
authored by a range of cultures and 
ethnicity globally and within the United 
States) 

• Knowledge and understanding of 
speaking and listening 
communications (Understand how to 
communicate through a variety 
of medium—public speaking, debate, 
acting, and/or linguistic/rhetorical 
patterns) 

 
 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

Total Number of Credits    
c. Communications & Reading TEED 

5021/5022 
 TBD Seattle University 5 of 16 credits   

Middle School Mathematics 
Subject Course 

Prefix & 
# 

Course Title Year 
Taken 

College/University Credits Course 
Grade 
Must be C 
or above 

FOR MIT OFFICE 
USE ONLY 

Sem Qtr 

Mathematics 
A major in math or at least 30 credit hours 
(quarter)/20 credit hours (semester) in 
math including courses that address core 
and advanced principles of math. 

Credits can come from categories such 
as: 

a. Algebra 
b. Geometry 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 
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c. Statistics & Probability (3 quarter 
credits required) 
d. Calculus (3 quarter credits required) 
   

 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

Also Required:  At least two courses in 
which math is applied, e.g., engineering, 
computer programming, physics, 
chemistry, astronomy, geology, etc.  
(Note: This is additional coursework 
beyond the 30/20 -credit requirement.) 

 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

Total Number of Credits    
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Middle School Science 
Subject Course 

Prefix & # 
Course Title Year 

Taken 
College/University Credits Course 

Grade 
Must be C 
or above 

FOR MIT OFFICE 
USE ONLY 

Sem Qtr 

Science 
A major in a science discipline or at 
least 20 credit hours (quarter)/14 credit 
hours (semester) of science coursework 
Science coursework must include: At 
least one course in each of the 
following areas: 
• Physical science (e.g., physics, 

chemistry) 
• Life science (e.g., biology, 

environmental science, ecology) 
• Earth and space science (e.g., 

geology, astronomy, meteorology, 
oceanography) 

• At least one lab-based course 
(Label lab-based courses.) 

 

  Has Lab 
�Y � N 

    � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

  Has Lab 
�Y � N 

    � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

  Has Lab 
�Y � N 

    � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

  Has Lab 
�Y � N 

    � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

  Has Lab 
�Y � N 

    � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

Also Required:  At least two math or 
math-based courses such as calculus, 
statistics, engineering, computer 
programming, etc.  (Note: This is 
additional coursework beyond the 20/14 
-credit requirement.) 
 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

       � Needs Course  
� Needs Course Description  
� Needs Official Transcript  
� Met Requirement 

Total Number of Credits    
 
 


	Name: 
	Phone Number: 
	Email: 
	Date: 
	Planned Entry Qtr  Yr: 
	Undergraduate majors: 
	Undergraduate minors: 
	Graduate degree if appropriate: 
	I: 
	Date and Place: 
	undefined: 
	Sem: 
	Course Prefix  1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State: 
	Course Title1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State: 
	Year Taken1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State: 
	CollegeUniversity1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State: 
	Course Grade Must be C or above1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State: 
	Course Prefix  1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_2: 
	Course Title1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_2: 
	Year Taken1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_2: 
	CollegeUniversity1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_2: 
	undefined_2: 
	Course Grade Must be C or above1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_2: 
	Course Prefix  1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_3: 
	Course Title1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_3: 
	Year Taken1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_3: 
	CollegeUniversity1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_3: 
	undefined_3: 
	Course Grade Must be C or above1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_3: 
	Course Prefix  1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_4: 
	Course Title1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_4: 
	Year Taken1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_4: 
	CollegeUniversity1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_4: 
	undefined_4: 
	Course Grade Must be C or above1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_4: 
	Course Prefix  1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_5: 
	Course Title1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_5: 
	Year Taken1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_5: 
	CollegeUniversity1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_5: 
	undefined_5: 
	Course Grade Must be C or above1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_5: 
	Course Prefix  1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_6: 
	Course Title1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_6: 
	Year Taken1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_6: 
	CollegeUniversity1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_6: 
	Sem1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State: 
	Qtr1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State: 
	Course Grade Must be C or above1 Social Studies Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits Social Studies  US andor World History Evaluate the role of historical events and themes and how they shape the present and future in history  Geography Comprehend how geographic features and human cultures shape and impact environments  Economics Comprehend economic concepts and systems and the interactions among economy and individuals households businesses governments and societies  Civics Political Science Understand government law and politics as it relates to participatory citizenship and civic decisionmaking  Washington State Understand the history political science geography and economics of Washington State_6: 
	SemTotal Number of Credits: 
	QtrTotal Number of Credits: 
	2 Language Arts Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits  Knowledge and understanding of writing processes Understand how mode expository persuasive and narrative and form such as research paper editorial memoir shape writing: 
	undefined_6: 
	2 Language Arts Minimum 20 quarter14 semester credits  Knowledge and understanding of writing processes Understand how mode expository persuasive and narrative and form such as research paper editorial memoir shape writing_2: 
	undefined_7: 
	and Understand conventions of spelling capitalization punctuation proper word usage and grammar  Knowledge and understanding of literary texts Works representing and authored by a range of cultures and ethnicity globally and within the United States  Knowledge and understanding of speaking and listening communications Understand how to communicate through a variety of mediumpublic speaking debate acting andor linguisticrhetorical patterns: 
	Must have either an Elementary or Secondary endorsement to add this endorsement: 
	and Understand conventions of spelling capitalization punctuation proper word usage and grammar  Knowledge and understanding of literary texts Works representing and authored by a range of cultures and ethnicity globally and within the United States  Knowledge and understanding of speaking and listening communications Understand how to communicate through a variety of mediumpublic speaking debate acting andor linguisticrhetorical patterns_2: 
	undefined_8: 
	and Understand conventions of spelling capitalization punctuation proper word usage and grammar  Knowledge and understanding of literary texts Works representing and authored by a range of cultures and ethnicity globally and within the United States  Knowledge and understanding of speaking and listening communications Understand how to communicate through a variety of mediumpublic speaking debate acting andor linguisticrhetorical patterns_3: 
	undefined_9: 
	and Understand conventions of spelling capitalization punctuation proper word usage and grammar  Knowledge and understanding of literary texts Works representing and authored by a range of cultures and ethnicity globally and within the United States  Knowledge and understanding of speaking and listening communications Understand how to communicate through a variety of mediumpublic speaking debate acting andor linguisticrhetorical patterns_4: 
	Total Number of Credits: 
	Course Prefix  Mathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry: 
	Course TitleMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry: 
	Year TakenMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry: 
	CollegeUniversityMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry: 
	Course Grade Must be C or aboveMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry: 
	Course Prefix  Mathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_2: 
	Course TitleMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_2: 
	Year TakenMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_2: 
	CollegeUniversityMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_2: 
	Course Grade Must be C or aboveMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_2: 
	Course Prefix  Mathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_3: 
	Course TitleMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_3: 
	Year TakenMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_3: 
	CollegeUniversityMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_3: 
	undefined_12: 
	Course Grade Must be C or aboveMathematics A major in math or at least 30 credit hours quarter20 credit hours semester in math including courses that address core and advanced principles of math Credits can come from categories such as a Algebra b Geometry_3: 
	c Statistics  Probability 3 quarter credits required d Calculus 3 quarter credits required: 
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